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I. INTRODUCTION

In past years timber access road construction often failed to
adequately provide for or consider the needs of anadromous fish
(BLM Manual 5110) . Many metal culverts placed in streams used
by anadromous fish have blocked fish passage when installed with
the lower end too high above the stream (BLM Manual 6760) . The
size of culvert, bottom type and stream banks all influence the
type of facility that can be installed to provide fish passage
when an impassable culvert is located. One solution to a specific
problem is discussed here. This solution cannot be applied randomly
but it does provide an idea upon which engineers can build designs
and make appropriate modifications.

II. BACKGROUND

A culvert installation on Explorer 155 Creek, a tributary of Vincent
Creek in the Smith River basin, was identified as a total barrier to
fish passage. The culvert was placed on top of a 7.5' high fill that
was pushed into the stream at its confluence with Vincent Creek in
1958. The 5 1 diameter culvert was then covered with 24' of fill to

establish an even road grade (Illustrations 1 and 5) . The road is

a mainline, hard surface road paralleling Vincent Creek. It was
estimated that it would cost $35,000 to remove the culvert and fill
and replace it with a bridge. The gradient may have been too steep
to provide fish passage even after such a major project was under-
taken.

It was suggested by the District Fishery Biologist that a ladder
box and modified Alaskan steeppass fish ladder be installed to
bring fish up to the culvert mouth (Illustration 6). The culvert
was nearly level which made it passable if fish could reach it.

III. DESCRIPTION

A 30-foot length of Modified Alaskan Steeppass constructed of 3/16-
inch thick ASTMA-A36 copper steel plate was fabricated and galvanized
(Illustration 2). All portions of the unit were welded together with
no bolts or rivets used in the 30-foot unit (Illustration 2). The
bid price of $2962 included delivery of the unit to the site.
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A site survey of the area at the confluence of Explorer 155 Creek
and Vincent Creek was made to provide a detailed 2-foot contour
topographic map (Illustration 3). This information was then used
to design the ladder box and support piers. The concrete work
was designed by BLM Civil Engineering staff to withstand intense
water pressures generated during winter high flows (Illustration
4). The installation was completed during the summer of 1973.

The cost of installation was $8135.50 in addition to the metal
fishpass. A misinterpretation of the design during construction
resulted in the ladder box being modified and the riprap being
improperly placed. The result of these errors is discussed under
Section IV of this note.

IV. EVALUATION

The success of the installation was apparent when adult coho
salmon were observed by the District Fishery Biologist moving
through it and spawning in Explorer 155 Creek during the fall of
1973. The stream had not produced salmon in the 15 years since
the road was built. Coho were observed moving into the ladder
box and maintaining their position with very little effort. A
16" searun cutthroat trout was observed above the installation
which indicated that smaller fish also negotiated the facility.
During the winter and spring months numerous steelhead were
observed spawning in the creek. The steelhead apparently moved
in and out of the creek with no difficulty.

During the spring a fry trap was operated to monitor the success
of coho and steelhead spawning. Although high water made the
trap inoperable about 50% of the time during coho outmigration,
more than 800 coho fry were counted. Lower water conditions
during the steelhead hatch provided an outmigrant steelhead
count of approximately 1700 fry. In addition to the outmigrants

,

numerous juvenile coho and steelhead will remain in Explorer
Creek for at least one year.

The major problem with the installation occurred when a large

amount of water moved bedload material out of the culvert

.

Numerous waterlogged pieces of wood and limbs had collected over
many years in the culvert which had been partially blocked at

the mouth. These chunks clogged the baffle fins of the fishpass.
This problem was compounded by two factors. The front of the ladder
box was built 8" higher than originally planned which forced most
extra flow into the ladder slot instead of allowing it to spill

evenly across the box front (See Illustrations 7 and 8)

.
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The riprap was placed in such a manner that excess water was
channeled into the top of the open steeppass (Illustration 8)

.

The extremely high flows then washed volleyball-sized riprap into

the steeppass where they were held in place by the previously
mentioned wooden chunks. (The original design for the riprap
called for a contouring that would channel excess water away
from the steeppass.)

The blockage of the steeppass was cleaned out in less than an
hour by hand. Since the ladder was cleaned, only minor maintenance
has been necessary. The facility remains completely clear most
of the time and observation has indicated that fish were able to
negotiate the steeppass when it was heavily clogged with debris.
Clogging, although a problem initially, does not appear to be a

major problem in that the area has stabilized following the initial
flushing. Minor bedload material, such as sand, gravel and stones

up to 6" in diameter roll through without stopping and have been
no problem.

The ladder box was designed to be large enough to provide a holding
area for fish before they entered the culvert. The depth of the
box was 5-feet. The stream bedload has filled the box level with
the bottom of the steeppass slot (Illustration 7). No pool area
is apparent at low flow and only a shallow pool 30-inches deep is

present at high flow. One spent coho male was observed maintaining
his position for at least 30 minutes or more without apparent
difficulty.

It would appear that the size of the box in length and width is

quite adequate. The box has a depth of 2- feet 2V below the
steeppass bottom. The proper depth for the box to facilitate fish
passage was unknown at the time of design, but some additional
depth below the bottom of the steeppass exit was believed desirable.
The filling of the box with bedload indicates that an extremely
deep box would be of little value for similar installations which
have considerable movement of bedload. However, the distribution
of bedload flush with the bottom of the steeppass has formed a
normal gravel stream channel which shifts about within the box.
This channel may be beneficial in that is is irregular enough to

slow velocities and somewhat more natural feeling to the fish than
a smooth cement slab with a sheet of water pouring across it.

V. SUMMARY

Although the Explorer 155 Creek fish passage facility has been
operational for less than one year, it has survived one of the
area's largest floods and appears to be a successful solution to
a fish passage problem because:
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(1) It allows fish to migrate into and out of the culvert at
flows commonly used by anadromous fish for migration.

(2) It requires a low maintenance effort. (Cleaning can be
accomplished in 10 minutes or less.)

(3) It is structurally sound and has not caused any new
problems in fisheries or other natural resources.

(4) It solved a fish migration problem at a much lower cost
than required to rebuild the stream crossing.

(5) It provided one half mile of spawning and rearing area
for anadromous fish.
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Illustration 1

Explorer 1SS Creek before and after road construction





illustration i

Steeppass design





Illustration 3

Engineering design for ladder box and fishpass
installation with 2' contour map
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Illustration 4

Ladder box design
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The mouth of Explorer 155 Creek before

construction of fishpass and ladder box



The mouth of Explorer 155 Creek after

installation of ladder box and fishpass



Fishpass installation during low flow. Note bedload material in the
ladder box.



Fishpass installation during high flow. Note water being
forced into the top of the ladder by front overflow wall being
too high. Also note water flowing in and out of the ladder
as It moved down the ladder .due to improper contouring of riprap.
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